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To find out what’s trending at Bett 2015 and discover some of the hot topics that will be
discussed at the show Click here to go to the ICT website to download a copy of the
ICT for Education BETT 2015 Preview

Capita SIMS offers marking on the move
Capita SIMS is offering a new app that allows teachers using a tablet to award marks for
students’ work on the go, whether they are in the classroom, in the hall or out on the
sports field. The teacher enters their login details and the SIMS Teacher app intuitively
knows the time, date and which lesson they are taking. It also shows the name and
pictures of all students in a particular class. If a teacher is on a field trip, it is possible to
record attendance and assessment details for individual students that can be
synchronised with the school’s SIMS management information system on return to
school.
Phil Neal, managing director of Capita SIMS, says: “Teachers have repeatedly told us
they want to be able to enter information as students work. Many feel entering
assessment marks at the end of the day leaves the whole process feeling disjointed.
With our app, all the information is instantly uploaded to a school’s SIMS MIS, so the
school always has the most up-to-date information when it is needed.”

5-a-day Fitness plans live demos and competitions
Dancers from 5-a-day Fitness will be giving live demonstrations, signing autographs and
giving away goodie bags to the best dancers in dance off competitions on the company’s
stand at Bett 2015. The company is also holding a Tweet-2-Win competition and will be
giving away a full years subscription to 5-a-day Fitness to one lucky tweeter.
5-a-day is an online fitness resource for primary schools. Its videos are designed to
improve fitness, boost concentration levels and support language learning in primary
schools. All videos feature foreign language voiceovers with onscreen translations and
are designed specifically for projection onto classroom whiteboards. There is no teacher
preparation required and pupils simply have fun, get fit and learn languages.
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MUV introduces bird interaction technology
MUV Interactive, a developer of intuitive interaction technology solutions that enable
displayed content to be used anywhere in a room, is showcasing its flagship product,
bird, at Bett 2015. The product allows educators to interact with their students from
anywhere in the classroom, while simultaneously controlling courseware content that can
be projected on any surface.
bird is an easy-to-use, state-of-the-art device worn on the teacher’s index finger,
facilitating continuous interaction with projected digital content from any location in the
classroom. Teachers can choose from a variety of interaction methods, including touch,
remote-touch, depth sensing, hover, gestures, mouse functionality or a red laser pointer.

LapSafe introduces Diplomat PIN lockers
LapSafe Products will add to its range of charging lockers at Bett 2015 with Diplomat PIN
lockers that support the charging of user devices including laptops, netbooks,
Chromebooks and tablets. The company has teamed up with BeCode to provide the
locker range with a smart keypad lock named miniPad, which offers a keyless and
cable-free environment. The locks are secure, simple to operate, unaffected by power
outages and do not require connection to an IT infrastructure.
miniPad is designed for lockers operated by single dedicated users, or for areas where
multiple users can use the same locker. Combining miniPad with TANmode management
software allows administrators to automatically generate user codes and transmit them
via email or text message to end users. LapSafe SmartLine charging means all devices
are charged simultaneously, with charge levels indicated by a single LED adjacent to the
locker. The Diplomat PIN lockers consist of 12-bay locker towers, robust steel
construction and the doors are fitted with continuous hinges for added security.
Find out more on stand F186

Fuze offers training and a prize draw
Fuze Technologies is holding a series of on-stand training events at Bett 2015 to help
students and teachers learn computer programming. In support of the new national
curriculum for Computing, visitors to the stand will be given the opportunity to take part in
live coding workshops using the Fuze, a computing platform specifically designed to help
make teaching text-based programming as easy and accessible as possible. They will
also be able to take part in a prize draw for a Fuze Special Edition Model with Robot Arm
worth £269.99.
The Fuze is equipped with the easy-to-learn programming language Fuze Basic, as well
as Scratch and Python. It can be used at all levels of ability and can help students make
the transition from using simple to more advanced languages without feeling out of their
depth. The Robot Arm, which works alongside the Fuze, is the latest product to be added
ahead of Bett 2015. It has five motors that can be controlled separately to move the arm
in clockwise and anti-clockwise directions, and it can pick up items with a gripper
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